A 9.0 earthquake and tsunami devastated ___ on March 11th.
The world population reached ___ billion, and counting.
Republic of South ___ became an independent country in July.
The News of the ___ was accused of hacking voicemails and closes.
East Africa was the site of the first UN-declared ___ in 30 years.
This country banned full-face coverings for social and security reasons.
High unemployment continued as companies resisted ___.
Muammar Gaddafi was overthrown in the ___ Civil War.
This bookstore filed for bankruptcy and was eventually liquidated.
In August, after a police shooting, there were riots all over ___.
The solar-powered spacecraft Juno left on a mission to ___.
The ___ beat the Steelers in Super Bowl XLV.
2011 was one of the worst years for this type of storm.
The landing of Space Shuttle ___ concluded the shuttle program.
He was killed by Seal Team Six on May 2, 2011.
U.S. Representative Gabrielle ___ was shot in an assassination attempt.
Arab Spring, aka Arab ___ staged protests across the Arab World.
The credit rating for the US Government bond received its first-ever ___.
Casey Anthony was found ___ of murdering her daughter.
Co-founder of Apple who died of pancreatic cancer.
Singer Amy ___ died in London in July.
Fannie Mae and ___ were delisted from the NYSE.
The Occupy ___ movement’s slogan: “We are the 99%!”
To end speculation, President Obama released his birth ___.
___ rival parties, Fatah and Hamas, signed a reconciliation accord.
Women were given the right to vote in this country…in 2015.
A 6.3 earthquake aftershock hit ___, New Zealand.
He married Catherine Middleton at Westminster Abbey on April 29th.